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The two main characters are the married couple, Ranor and Alianna Broxton. Ranor and his
crew are in a spaceship and Alianna and her team are on a planet.
A. Space Force
RANOR BROXTON, male, the commander of his ship and the space fleet. His rank is Lord
Commodore. Married to Lady Marshall Alianna Broxton. He is a well-rounded commander and
knows when to be deadly serious or when to be personable. Deeply cares about Alianna but
they are rarely together since he's constantly on a deep space mission.

URIC SKYE, male, second in command to Ranor. His rank is of Sub-Commander. Stationed at
the helm of the ship. Runs the day to day operations, matter of fact type and loyal to Ranor.

ANSLO FRADUS, male, the chief engineer on the ship. His rank is Section Chief. Always
tinkering with electronics and mechanics but usually defers to JNA027, the ship’s AI unit.
Competent but has a whimsical personality.

JNA027 or “Jana”, female, Artificial Intelligence (AI) unit. She controls all aspects of the ship.
Fully integrated, she uses sensors to monitor everything onboard and can act autonomously if
the entire crew is incapacitated. Jana has been programmed with a personality and can sound
emotional but she is just a robot, or so the crew thinks.

MATOK VRAASH, male, Communications Officer. His rank is Crewman Third-Line. He is an
alien from the planet Vrogon. No nonsense while on duty, but off duty, he’s constantly getting
into weird hobbies and tries to get fellow crewmates involved.

YELENA TURSK, female, Weapons Officer. Her rank is Crewman Second-Line. Her leadership
style is as precise as her aim. Not a person anyone wants to mess with.
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B. Ground Force
ALIANNA BROXTON, female, commander of Planet Pirene. Her rank is Lady Marshall (or Lord
Marshall). She is a ground forces commander. Alianna has a pleasant personality even under
pressure. Off duty, she likes to chat with Ranor and tease him; however, it’s usually through a
communications channel since Ranor is out commanding his fleet.

EVA DANSK, female, second in command after Alianna. Eva is attractive, athletic and tries to
be as cool as Alianna but usually doesn’t succeed. She can be standoffish but is personable to
Alianna and flirts with Rani. She has a rank of Second-Line.

VOM RANI, male, front line ground forces commander with a rank of Third-Line (highest rank).
Usually overanalyzes situations. While he outranks Dansk under normal circumstances, when
the Lord Marshall is off duty, Dansk outranks Rani - which annoys Rani to no end.

RO STAVA, male, front line ground forces with a rank of First-Line (lowest rank). He is a
weapons expert and has gotten the group out of tight spots. Prone to getting into trouble as he
is constantly looking for something exciting when not firing off rounds. Always sarcastic, and
sometimes goes too far.

UMA KISKA, female, rank of Second-Line. She joined the military to travel all across space for
free. Performs duties without a hitch, but always looking for the next hot assignment.

VITAN GREE, male, rank of Second-Line. He doesn’t really fit into the military model, but he
tries. He is a bit of a gambler and every R&R (rest and recreation) he tries to make money on
the side.
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